Nano2Clean AIR FILTER
Makes your air conditioner an air cleanser

A new dimension in indoor air cleaning. This universal nanofiber filter
for air conditioning units and air conditioning vents gets rid of dust,
pollen, viruses, and bacteria.

Clean Air – Healthy
Spirits

Quick and easy
installation

A nanofiber membrane
that blocks dust,
pollens, allergens,
viruses, bacteria, and
other harmful particles.
It minimizes dust in
your interior and helps
to keep it clean and
health-safe

The nanomembrane
can easily be installed
in air conditioning vents
or air conditioning units
of any kind without
outside help

Prevents the spread
of dangerous
particles
Due to its anti-microbial
layer, it stops not only
the entry of viruses and
bacteria, but also their
reproduction

Made
in the Czech Republic

www.nano2health.com

We care about the quality of our air!
Global warming, industrial development, the growth of automotive and air transportation and other influences have a long-term
impact on air quality. An enormous quantity of health-harming
substances is present in the air. Among the most frequent problems resulting from the inhalation of dangerous particles are
respiratory and circulatory diseases. We all inhale dangerous
particles in the form of allergens, dust, pollens, tropospheric
ozone, and more every day. The implementation of measures
that will globally increase air quality is a long-term process that
we as individuals can only weakly influence. What we can influence immediately and very effectively is the quality of the air
in the homes, offices, public buildings, and other interiors where
we spend the vast majority of our lives. In cooperation with nanotechnology industry leader Nafigate Park, we are introducing
the Nano2Clean Air Filter – a nanofiber filter that can easily be
installed in air conditioning units and vents of any kind.

How the Nano2Clean Air Filter works
For you to properly understand the role played by a nanofiber
filter, we must first explain how standard indoor air conditioning
units work. Every air conditioning unit sucks in air from your home’s interior, heats or cools it, and then releases it back into the
room. This mechanism causes the circulation of stale air, which
logically causes air particles to swirl. A nanofiber filter is placed
into the vents through which an air conditioner sucks in air. Even
before the air goes through the unit, it is filtered by a fine nanomembrane that catches up to 99% of dangerous particles such

Easy installation onto every type of air
conditioner
One advantage of the maintenance-free Nano2Clean Air Filter
is how universal it is. It can be installed in all types of air conditioning units and vents no matter what their manufacturer or
dimensions. Anyone can install it in just a few minutes.

Nanofiber – an invisible fiber with
a visible impact on your health
The filtration nanomembrane is made up of nanofibers that
are invisible to the naked eye, manufactured from a polymeric
material. The fibers have earned the designation “nano” through their compact dimensions. An average nanofiber is about
a thousand times thinner than a human hair. Thanks to a nanospider – a revolutionary Czech invention – these miniature
fibers can be used to weave membranes that are similar to
a small spiderweb. The openings in this “little spiderweb” are
so small that it blocks even particles as fine as viruses, bacteria, odors, smog, allergens, and much more – unlike protective
devices made from ordinary cloth. A nanomembrane can also
be treated with an anti-microbial layer that prevents the reproduction of captured microorganisms. Meanwhile the nanolayer
lets the small oxygen particles needed for healthy respiration
through untouched. The nano-membrane is woven from long
and very durable fibers. Users thus face no threat of breathing
in nanoparticles released from the material.

as dust, allergens, odorous particles, viruses, and bacteria. The
nanomembrane is also treated with an anti-microbial layer that
prevents the reproduction of captured microorganisms. Thanks
to its universal nanofiber filter, the air conditioning unit thus
emits clean air; it keeps the people living in the room in great

The nanomembrane is woven from long
and very firm fibers. Users thus face
no risk of breathing in nanoparticles
released from the material.

physical and mental condition.
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